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Performance 

The Fund (Series I) underperformed its benchmark over the quarter. 

We continued to see high levels of volatility this quarter. Technology was the strongest sector in the benchmark while 
energy was the weakest, reversing trends we were seeing throughout in 2022. Strong stock selection in Financials 
and Communication Services were the two largest contributors of outperformance this quarter. This was offset by 
poorer stock selection in the technology sector. 

Returns (%) 

*Source: Morningstar. As of March 31, 2023 + Since inception is only provided for Funds with less than 10 years of performance. 

Fund commentary 

The Fund’s top contributing investments in the quarter were Canadian Tire, CCL Industries and CGI Inc. The largest 
detractors were TC Energy, Toronto Dominion Bank and ARC Resources. 

The sub-advisor initiated two new investments in the quarter while exiting three others. They initiated Emera which is 
a diversified utility with operations in Florida and Nova Scotia. Rising interest rates have pressured valuations in the 
entire utilities sector. In addition to increasing the position in Fortis last quarter, the sub-advisor also saw an opportunity 
to initiate Emera to diversify their utility portfolio. The sub-advisor is attracted to Emera’s low valuation, good earnings 
visibility, and strong franchise. 

TC Energy’s share price has been very weak due to cost overruns in building Coastal Gaslink, a large pipeline project. 
Though the company’s execution is disappointing, the sub-advisor does not believe that these missteps constitute a 
permanent impairment of its franchise. They took advantage of TC Energy’s low valuation to initiate on the company. 
TC’s initiation was funded partially by exiting Johnson & Johnson and Parkland Corp. as the sub-advisor believes that 
TC offers a better risk/reward investment profile. 

Another change made in the Fund included the exit of TECK Resources. The sub-advisor had been trimming TECK 
throughout 2022 as its share price appreciated alongside copper and metallurgical coa l prices. TECK’s recent 
proposal to spin out its coal business resulted in further share price outperformance. Given the higher valuation of 
TECK, the sub-advisor no longer felt that this company had an appropriate downside risk to remain invested.  

Natural gas prices fell precipitously in Q1/23 and share prices of natural gas producers including ARC Resources 
followed suit. As a result, the sub-advisor saw a more attractive return profile in this company. They opted to trim 
some of the weight in Canadian Natural Resources and reinvested these proceeds into ARC. 

Elsewhere in the Fund, Canadian grocers have enjoyed strong earnings growth (and share price performance) in 
2022 on the back of higher than usual inflation. The sub-advisor opted in the quarter to continue to trim exposure to 
Canadian grocers, recognizing that at higher high valuation levels, the sub-sector no longer reflects as attractive a 
return profile. 

 

FUND 3 MO 6 MO YTD 1 YEAR 3 YEAR 5 YEAR 10 YEAR 
Since 

Inception 

NEI Canadian Equity RS Fund I 4.31 9.26 4.31 1.00 21.20 9.74 8.93 N/A 

NEI Canadian Equity RS Fund A 3.69 7.94 3.69 -1.42 18.30 7.12 6.25 N/A 

NEI Canadian Equity RS Fund F 4.00 8.60 4.00 -0.22 19.76 8.43 7.53 N/A 

Benchmark 1: S&P/TSX Composite TR 

Index 

4.55 10.79 4.55 -5.17 18.02 8.80 7.86 N/A 
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Outlook 

In the sub-advisor’s opinion, the probability of a recession occurring continues to grow. They do not believe that 
there is material risk of contagion to the Canadian banks caused by the failures of select US regional banks and 
Credit Suisse in recent weeks. However, the sub-advisor would nonetheless expect that all banks will likely 
proactively restrict loan growth in the name of risk management. Tightening credit availability has often led to a 
material slowdown in the economy, if not full outright recessions. 

The sub-advisor believes that the fund continues to be well positioned for a weakening economy and a volatile 
market. They are still opting for a balanced approach in how they manage various exposures within the Fund (as 
opposed to shifting wholesale into defensive investments). The sub-advisor sees a good mix of opportunities in both 
defensive and cyclical industries. Within the cyclical areas, the overriding goal is to invest in businesses that are 
strong compounders over an economic cycle with balance sheets that are well financed to deal with potential cash 
flow declines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This material is for informational and educational purposes and it is not intended to provide specific advice including, without limitation, investment, 
financial, tax or similar matters. The views expressed herein are subject to change without notice as markets change over time. For complete 
information about a mutual fund managed by NEI Investments, please refer to the fund's simplified prospectus and/or Fund Facts which can be 
downloaded at www.neiinvestments.com.  

Series F units are only available to investors who participate in eligible fee-based programs with their registered dealers that have entered into a 
Series F Distribution agreement with NEI Investments.  

Series I have high minimum investment requirements and are typically aimed at institutional investors (such as pension plans) or investors making 
large investments in the fund. Funds in these series generally have lower management fees than the retail series of the same fund. 

Information herein is believed to be reliable but NEI does not warrant its completeness or accuracy. Views expressed regarding a particular security, 
industry or market sector should not be considered an indication of trading intent of any funds managed by NEI Investments. Forward-looking 
statements are not guaranteed of future performance and risks and uncertainties often cause actual results to differ materially from forward-looking 
information or expectations. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking information. 

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the 
prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns including changes in units value and 
reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any 
security holder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently, and past performance may not be 
repeated.  

NEI Investments is a registered trademark of Northwest & Ethical Investments L.P. (“NEI LP”). Northwest & Ethical Investments  Inc. is the general 
partner of NEI LP and a wholly-owned subsidiary of Aviso Wealth Inc. (“Aviso”). Aviso is the sole limited partner of the NEI LP. Aviso is a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Aviso Wealth LP, which in turn is owned 50% by Desjardins Financial Holding Inc. and 50% by a limited partnership owned by 
the five Provincial Credit Union Centrals and The CUMIS Group Limited. 

For more performance related information about a mutual fund managed by NEI Investments, please visit the prices and performance page on 
neiinvestments.com.  

http://www.neiinvestments.com/
https://www.neiinvestments.com/pages/prices-and-performance/#?filtersSelectedValue=%7B%22brandingCompanyId%22:%7B%22id%22:%22NEI%20Investments%22%7D%7D

